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GENERAL RULES 

▪ Participation in the tournament implies complete acceptance of the following 

TIGALY General Terms and Conditions. 

▪ The organizing committee is authorized to disqualify either partially or totally any 

player who does not comply with those TIGALY terms and conditions. 

▪ Swimmers should respect rules of hosting pool (no food / glass containers in pool 

area, no running in pool area, no swimming in pool area, appropriate swimming 

apparel (swimming shorts, as opposed to briefs, are forbidden by local pool 

regulations, …) 

▪ TIGALY reserves the right to modify the order of the events, cancel events, combine 

or eliminate grades or other classifications for organization purposes at its complete 

and sole discretion 

▪ Events will be run under the FFN (FINA) rules. 

 

 

HOW IT IS GOING TO WORK 

▪ Swimmers should proceed to check-in desk first thing upon arriving on the venue. 

▪ Before each event (either individual or relay), the swimmer, when called, should 

report to call desk where they will be given start-sheet. Start sheet will be submitted 

to the starter. 

▪ Any swimmer not reporting to call room within the stipulated time will be 

disqualified for the event concerned. 

▪ Swimmers are seeded into heats according to registered times, irrespective of sex 

or age. 

▪ The «one start» rule remains in effect for all heats. Swimmers who false start may 

swim out the heat but are disqualified and will not receive a time. 

▪ After completing a heat (touching home), the swimmers should remain in the water 
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until the next start occurs (unless instructed otherwise by the adjudicator). The next 

heat may immediately follow a completed heat. Swimmers should leave the pool 

by the side (not by the starting blocks). 

▪ Results will be published according to age-group categories. 

▪ Medals will be awarded to the First, Second and Third place for each category (age 

category / gender).  

▪ Each swimmer may only start once in each relay event.  

▪ Swimmers shall respect the schedule for warm-up and events and exit the pool 

quickly after each event or when otherwise requested. 

▪ Lockers are available at the pool. Please remember to bring a €1 coin if you wish to 

use one. 

▪ You can choose up to 3 Individual Events and 2 Relays. 


